Misbehaving With The Millionaire The Millionaires Misbehaving
Mistress Married Again To The Millionaire
Getting the books Misbehaving With The Millionaire The Millionaires Misbehaving Mistress Married Again To The Millionaire now is not
type of inspiring means. You could not solitary going behind ebook gathering or library or borrowing from your contacts to entre them. This is an
enormously easy means to specifically get lead by on-line. This online broadcast Misbehaving With The Millionaire The Millionaires Misbehaving
Mistress Married Again To The Millionaire can be one of the options to accompany you like having supplementary time.
It will not waste your time. admit me, the e-book will very declare you supplementary situation to read. Just invest tiny times to log on this on-line
revelation Misbehaving With The Millionaire The Millionaires Misbehaving Mistress Married Again To The Millionaire as without
difficulty as evaluation them wherever you are now.
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Who Says You Can't? You Do - Daniel Chidiac 2018-01-09
A word-of-mouth phenomenon that's changing lives around the world--a
journey into your true self and amazing potential. Do you want to change
your life? Well, who says you can't? A moment came in Daniel Chidiac's
life when he realized he wasn't living his truth. His work didn't fulfill
him, his relationships hurt him, and he was making choices that didn't
align with his true values. But he did have the ability to know his own
purpose--a gift we all have--and thus his journey began. Daniel studied
the lives of great achievers, sought guidance from spiritual leaders, and
discovered the secrets for shaping one's own destiny. He used his
personal experience of changing his life to create this powerful sevenstep guide to discovering your true self, committing to your own life, and
pushing beyond your known limits. Standing out for his incisive wisdom
and complete lack of gimmicks, Daniel Chidiac is an inspiring, insightful,
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and honest guide. His empowering system has spread organically, and it
has already changed the lives of legions of readers. With practical
exercises and interactive tools, this book challenges you to ask hard
questions and make life-changing decisions--and ultimately guides you to
the fulfillment you have been seeking. Get ready to be intrigued,
fascinated, and amazed. Not by this book, but by your own power.
Sweethearts of the Sage - Buck Rainey 1992
Compiles the entire text of Total baseball: the ultimate baseball
encyclopedia, 2nd ed., (Warner Books, 1991, $49.95) a single-volume
baseball library of 2,640 pages dating back to 1871 and current to the
1991 World Series to which has been added some 500 images of players,
teams, and ballparks (ra
Autoportrait - Edouard Levé 2012-03-15
In this brilliant and sobering self-portrait, Edouard Levé hides nothing
from his readers, setting out his entire life, more or less at random, in a
string of declarative sentences. Autoportrait is a physical, psychological,
sexual, political, and philosophical triumph. Beyond "sincerity," Levé
works toward an objectivity so radical it could pass for crudeness,
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triviality, even banality: the author has stripped himself bare. With the
force of a set of maxims or morals, Levé's prose seems at first to be an
autobiography without sentiment, as though written by a machine—until,
through the accumulation of detail, and the author's dry, quizzical tone,
we find ourselves disarmed, enthralled, and enraptured by nothing less
than the perfect fiction . . . made entirely of facts.
The Film Daily Year Book of Motion Pictures - 1962
Confessions of a Millionaire's Mistress - Robyn Grady 2009-02-01
When Celeste Prince discovers her beloved family business has been sold
to millionaire Benton Scott, she's determined to get it back. But gorgeous
Benton sets her pulse racing, and her carefully laid plans lead her to just
one place…his bed! Benton makes it clear right from the start that he
can't offer more than a steamy affair. The passion is scorching—but Ben's
emotions are still in the deep freeze, and Celeste knows that only a
dramatic collision course with his troubled past can thaw them….
Motion Picture Production Encyclopedia - 1950
The Motion Picture Guide, 1991 Annual - 1991
Fanny Herself - Edna Ferber 2021-05-28
Fanny Herself (1917) is a novel by Edna Ferber. Inspired by her
experience as a young Jewish woman from the Midwest, Fanny Herself is
the story of a young woman who recognizes the unhappiness in her life
and decides to risk it all for something better. Lighthearted in nature, yet
serious in its ideals, Ferber’s novel recalls the best of Fitzgerald in its
unswerving commitment to humanity in all its beauty and heartbreak.
“You could not have lived a week in Winnebago without being aware of
Mrs. Brandeis.” Such a confident pronouncement proves even truer for
young Fanny, whose mother is the Mrs. Brandeis in question. As the
owner of Brandeis’ Bazaar—a successful store raised from the ashes of
her deceased husband’s chronic mismanagement—Molly Brandeis is a
deeply serious woman who wants nothing but the best for her daughter.
Where they differ, of course, is in the definition of that deceptive
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superlative. While Molly wants to train her daughter to follow in her
managerial footsteps, Fanny dreams of training as an artist in order to
escape the confinement of small-town life. Consistently moving,
frequently funny, and supremely true, Fanny Herself is an
underappreciated novel from Pulitzer Prize winning author Edna Ferber.
With a beautifully designed cover and professionally typeset manuscript,
this edition of Edna Ferber’s Fanny Herself is a classic work of American
literature reimagined for modern readers.
The British National Bibliography - Arthur James Wells 2009
Millionaire’s Society Mistress - 2012
When Craig Thompson attempts to buy over the Campbell family
business, his interest is more in their contacts than the business itself.
However, the Campbell's are not about to let an asset stripping ruthless
American take control of their business and they refuse leading to a
hostile take-over won by the American. Now Craig demands that in
exchange for allowing Scott Campbell to remain in control, his sister, the
beautiful Fiona Campbell pretend to be his mistress. In doing so he
expects her to introduce him to the cold standoffish aristocracy and
royalty that make up their client base.What he is not telling her though is
that he has no intention for the relationship to remain platonic, making
his desire for her very clear. Can Fiona keep the American at arm's
length, and more importantly...does she want to."There may be some
truth in what you say. I certainly seem to be having problems getting the
'right people' to talk to me, maybe because of my dispute with you and
your brother".Once more letting his look move down her, this time full of
a thoughtfulness s she did not understand."Your family are certainly
mainstays of this establishment".Frowning, her voice had been wary "Are
you saying that you are going to leave my brother in charge?"Craig's
smile once more filing his handsome features "And how would that look
Miss Campbell? Our rivalry is not exactly a secret"Fiona once more
frowning as he had ran a finger along his lip thoughtfully watching her,
she scowling softly."To sell that story there would have to be one hell of a
compelling reason for us to be seen as in a position to work
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together"Fiona had remained silent allowing him to think, knowing that
somehow things had changed. She had come to see him to let him know
what she thought of him. She had known that he would throw them onto
the street the first change he got, this her only opportunity to vent her
anger before he once more moved back to the US."There might be one
reason" his eyes fixing her steadily. Frowning she had muttered"What?"
her expression wary as so calmly he had dropped his bombshell"If people
thought you were my mistress"Fiona had gasped loudly, her body
stiffening in indignation."Never...I would never be your mistress" she had
bitten out, angry eyes glaring accusingly at him, as he had given a deep
laugh."Calm down princess...I said thought"Fiona's eyes narrowing"I
want into the circles you travel in, and having you by my side will open
doors that I seem completely unable to kick down"Frowning she had
clamped her mouth shut, her eyes showing the battle raging within
her"So you are talking about a business arrangement. Not..."Her hands
had flapped nervously as he had once more laughed"Miss Campbell, as
lovely as you are your main value to me is based on your contacts. I have
no interest in taking an unwilling woman to bed, and from just one
moment ago....you seem unwilling".She had flushed hotly, her legs
wanting to turn and flee from the room that she had so recently and so
spectacularly entered. She was not prepared to admit either to herself or
him the way his kiss had brought chaos to her body, still feeling the way
his body had felt against hers knowing how close she had been to
returning that kiss, a hot flush rising to her cheeks, reminding herself
once more in whose arms she had been.
The Joys of Compounding - Gautam Baid 2020-06-02
Value investing is not just a system for success in the market. It is also
an intellectual toolkit for achieving a deeper understanding of the world.
In The Joys of Compounding, the value investor Gautam Baid builds a
holistic approach to value investing and philosophy from his wideranging reading, combining practical approaches, self-cultivation, and
business wisdom. Distilling investment and life lessons into a
comprehensive guide, Baid integrates the strategies and wisdom of
preeminent figures whose teachings have stood the test of time. Drawing
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on the work of investing greats like Warren Buffett, Charlie Munger, and
Ben Graham, as well as philosophers and scholars, he artfully
interweaves the lessons learned from his many teachers. Baid
demonstrates their practical applications in the areas of business,
investing, and decision making and also shows that these ideas can be
applied to one’s own life with just as much reward. A celebration of the
value investing discipline, this book also recounts Baid’s personal
experiences, testifying to his belief that the best investment you can
make is an investment in yourself. The Joys of Compounding offers
curated reflections on life and learning for all investors, investment
enthusiasts, and readers seeking a dose of practical wisdom. This revised
and updated edition highlights Baid’s distinctive voice.
Pros and Cons - Debbie Newman 2013-10-08
Pros and Cons: A Debaters Handbook offers a unique and invaluable
guide to the arguments both for and against over 140 current
controversies and global issues. Since it was first published in 1896 the
handbook has been regularly updated and this nineteenth edition
includes new entries on topics such as the right to possess nuclear
weapons, the bailing out of failing industries, the protection of
indigenous languages and the torture of suspected terrorists. Equal
coverage is given to both sides of each debate in a dual column format
which allows for easy comparison. Each entry also includes a list of
related topics and suggestions for possible motions. The introductory
essay describes debating technique, covering the rules, structure and
type of debate, and offering tips on how to become a successful speaker.
The book is then divided into eight thematic sections, where specific
subjects are covered individually.
The Motion Picture Guide - Jay Robert Nash 1987
Capital without Borders - Brooke Harrington 2016-09-12
“A timely account of how the 1% holds on to their wealth...Ought to keep
wealth managers awake at night.” —Wall Street Journal “Harrington
advises governments seeking to address inequality to focus not only on
the rich but also on the professionals who help them game the system.”
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—Richard Cooper, Foreign Affairs “An insight unlike any other into how
wealth management works.” —Felix Martin, New Statesman “One of
those rare books where you just have to stand back in awe and wonder at
the author’s achievement...Harrington offers profound insights into the
world of the professional people who dedicate their lives to meeting the
perceived needs of the world’s ultra-wealthy.” —Times Higher Education
How do the ultra-rich keep getting richer, despite taxes on income,
capital gains, property, and inheritance? Capital without Borders tackles
this tantalizing question through a groundbreaking multi-year
investigation of the men and women who specialize in protecting the
fortunes of the world’s richest people. Brooke Harrington followed the
money to the eighteen most popular tax havens in the world,
interviewing wealth managers to understand how they help their highnet-worth clients dodge taxes, creditors, and disgruntled heirs—all while
staying just within the letter of the law. She even trained to become a
wealth manager herself in her quest to penetrate the fascinating,
shadowy world of the guardians of the one percent.
Financial Behavior - H. Kent Baker 2017-05-02
Financial Behavior: Players, Services, Products, and Markets provides a
synthesis of the theoretical and empirical literature on the financial
behavior of major stakeholders, financial services, investment products,
and financial markets. The book offers a different way of looking at
financial and emotional well-being and processing beliefs, emotions, and
behaviors related to money. The book provides important insights about
cognitive and emotional biases that influence various financial decisionmakers, services, products, and markets. With diverse concepts and
topics, the book brings together noted scholars and practitioners so
readers can gain an in-depth understanding about this topic from experts
from around the world. In today's financial setting, the discipline of
behavioral finance is an ever-changing area that continues to evolve at a
rapid pace. This book takes readers through the core topics and issues as
well as the latest trends, cutting-edge research developments, and realworld situations. Additionally, discussion of research on various cognitive
and emotional issues is covered throughout the book. Thus, this volume
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covers a breadth of content from theoretical to practical, while
attempting to offer a useful balance of detailed and user-friendly
coverage. Those interested in a broad survey will benefit as will those
searching for more in-depth presentations of specific areas within this
field of study. As the seventh book in the Financial Markets and
Investment Series, Financial Behavior: Players, Services, Products, and
Markets offers a fresh looks at the fascinating area of financial behavior.
Opening the Door of Your Heart - Ajahn Brahm 2010-07-01
The whole world has fallen in love with this international bestseller hundreds of thousands of copies have been sold across 25 countries.
Now it's Australia's turn to rediscover this jewel of a book on
mindfulness. In times of uncertainty, words of comfort are essential, and
the stunning overseas sales of this title are testament to its universal
appeal. These modern tales of hope, forgiveness, freedom from fear and
overcoming pain cleverly relate the timeless wisdom of the Buddha's
teachings and the path to true happiness in a warm and accessible way.
Ajahn Brahm was born and raised in the West and in his more than thirty
years as a Buddhist monk he has gathered many poignant, funny and
profound stories. He has tremendous ability to filter these stories
through the Buddha's teaching so that they can have meaning for all
sorts of readers. There are many thousands of Australians who don't
even know that they need this book yet, but who will no doubt embrace it
just as overseas readers have. It is the perfect gift book as there is truly
something in it for everyone. 'Ajahn Brahm is the Seinfeld of Buddhism' Sumi Loundon, editor of Blue Jean Buddha: Voices of Young Buddhists
and The Buddha's Apprentices
Film Composers in America - Clifford McCarty 2000
"The book documents the work of more than 1,500 composers, from
Robert Abramson to Josiah Zuro, including the first to score an American
film, Walter C. Simon. It includes not only Hollywood professionals but
also many composers of concert music - as well as popular music and
other genres - whose cinematic work has never before been fully
catalogued. The book also features an index that lets readers quickly find
the composer for any American film through 1970."--BOOK JACKET.
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The American Film Institute Catalog of Motion Pictures Produced in the
United States - American Film Institute 1993
Dave Ramsey's Complete Guide to Money - Dave Ramsey 2012-01-01
If you’re looking for practical information to answer all your “How?”
“What?” and “Why?” questions about money, this book is for you. Dave
Ramsey’s Complete Guide to Money covers the A to Z of Dave’s money
teaching, including how to budget, save, dump debt, and invest. You’ll
also learn all about insurance, mortgage options, marketing, bargain
hunting and the most important element of all―giving. This is the
handbook of Financial Peace University. If you’ve already been through
Dave’s nine-week class, you won’t find much new information in this
book. This book collects a lot of what he’s been teaching in FPU classes
for 20 years, so if you’ve been through class, you’ve already heard it! It
also covers the Baby Steps Dave wrote about in The Total Money
Makeover, and trust us―the Baby Steps haven’t changed a bit. So if
you’ve already memorized everything Dave’s ever said about money, you
probably don’t need this book. But if you’re new to this stuff or just want
the all-in-one resource for your bookshelf, this is it!
Imperfectly Proper - Peter Donovan 2022-06-13
This is an incredible collection of essays full of wit and humor. Written by
the Canadian author Peter Donovan, these pieces were dedicated to his
readers. It features "That Motor Boat of Algie's," "Aesthetics and Some
Tea," "Beauty in the Bank," "Koncerning Kosmetics," and other
entertaining essays by the prolific writer.
International Motion Picture Almanac - 1946
Ask a Manager - Alison Green 2018-05-01
From the creator of the popular website Ask a Manager and New York’s
work-advice columnist comes a witty, practical guide to 200 difficult
professional conversations—featuring all-new advice! There’s a reason
Alison Green has been called “the Dear Abby of the work world.” Ten
years as a workplace-advice columnist have taught her that people avoid
awkward conversations in the office because they simply don’t know
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what to say. Thankfully, Green does—and in this incredibly helpful book,
she tackles the tough discussions you may need to have during your
career. You’ll learn what to say when • coworkers push their work on
you—then take credit for it • you accidentally trash-talk someone in an
email then hit “reply all” • you’re being micromanaged—or not being
managed at all • you catch a colleague in a lie • your boss seems
unhappy with your work • your cubemate’s loud speakerphone is making
you homicidal • you got drunk at the holiday party Praise for Ask a
Manager “A must-read for anyone who works . . . [Alison Green’s] advice
boils down to the idea that you should be professional (even when others
are not) and that communicating in a straightforward manner with
candor and kindness will get you far, no matter where you
work.”—Booklist (starred review) “The author’s friendly, warm, nononsense writing is a pleasure to read, and her advice can be widely
applied to relationships in all areas of readers’ lives. Ideal for anyone
new to the job market or new to management, or anyone hoping to
improve their work experience.”—Library Journal (starred review) “I am
a huge fan of Alison Green’s Ask a Manager column. This book is even
better. It teaches us how to deal with many of the most vexing big and
little problems in our workplaces—and to do so with grace, confidence,
and a sense of humor.”—Robert Sutton, Stanford professor and author of
The No Asshole Rule and The Asshole Survival Guide “Ask a Manager is
the ultimate playbook for navigating the traditional workforce in a
diplomatic but firm way.”—Erin Lowry, author of Broke Millennial: Stop
Scraping By and Get Your Financial Life Together
Wealth and Democracy - Kevin Phillips 2002-06-18
For more than thirty years, Kevin Phillips' insight into American politics
and economics has helped to make history as well as record it. His
bestselling books, including The Emerging Republican Majority (1969)
and The Politics of Rich and Poor (1990), have influenced presidential
campaigns and changed the way America sees itself. Widely
acknowledging Phillips as one of the nation's most perceptive thinkers,
reviewers have called him a latter-day Nostradamus and our "modern
Thomas Paine." Now, in the first major book of its kind since the 1930s,
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he turns his attention to the United States' history of great wealth and
power, a sweeping cavalcade from the American Revolution to what he
calls "the Second Gilded Age" at the turn of the twenty-first century. The
Second Gilded Age has been staggering enough in its concentration of
wealth to dwarf the original Gilded Age a hundred years earlier.
However, the tech crash and then the horrible events of September 11,
2001, pointed out that great riches are as vulnerable as they have ever
been. In Wealth and Democracy, Kevin Phillips charts the ongoing
American saga of great wealth–how it has been accumulated, its shifting
sources, and its ups and downs over more than two centuries. He
explores how the rich and politically powerful have frequently worked
together to create or perpetuate privilege, often at the expense of the
national interest and usually at the expense of the middle and lower
classes. With intriguing chapters on history and bold analysis of presentday America, Phillips illuminates the dangerous politics that go with
excessive concentration of wealth. Profiling wealthy Americans–from
Astor to Carnegie and Rockefeller to contemporary wealth
holders–Phillips provides fascinating details about the peculiarly
American ways of becoming and staying a multimillionaire. He exposes
the subtle corruption spawned by a money culture and financial power,
evident in economic philosophy, tax favoritism, and selective bailouts in
the name of free enterprise, economic stimulus, and national security.
Finally, Wealth and Democracy turns to the history of Britain and other
leading world economic powers to examine the symptoms that signaled
their declines–speculative finance, mounting international debt, record
wealth, income polarization, and disgruntled politics–signs that we
recognize in America at the start of the twenty-first century. In a time of
national crisis, Phillips worries that the growing parallels suggest the
tide may already be turning for us all.
Scott, Foresman Spelling - James W. Beers 1995
The Millionaire Mind - Thomas J. Stanley 2001-08-02
Distinguishing the qualities that separate the prosperous from everyone
else, the author mixes statistical data and lively anecdotes to plumb the
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secrets behind generating wealth. Reprint.
Anne of Windy Poplars - L. M. Montgomery 2015-04-24
Anne of Windy Poplars' is the fourth book in the ‘Anne of Green Gables’
series. In this novel, 22-year-old Anne has left college to serve as
principal of Summerside High School and settles down in Windy Poplars.
Anne has to overcome opposition to her presence from an influential
family, the Pringles. The Pringles family make it well known she was not
what they had hoped for in their new Prinicipal. She also finds new
friends in Aunt Kate, Aunty Chatty and Rebecca Dew. This early work by
Lucy Maud Montgomery was originally published in 1936 and we are
now republishing it with a brand new introductory biography. Lucy Maud
Montgomery was born on 30th November 1874, New London, in the
Canadian province of Prince Edward Island. Her mother, Clara Woolner
(Macneil), died before Lucy reached the age of two and so she was raised
by her maternal grandparents in a family of wealthy Scottish immigrants.
In 1908 Montgomery produced her first full-length novel, titled 'Anne of
Green Gables'. It was an instant success, and following it up with several
sequels, Montgomery became a regular on the best-seller list and an
international household name. Montgomery died in Toronto on 24th April
1942.
When I Lived in Bohemia - Fergus Hume 1892
Linguistic Atlas of the Gulf States - 1986
The Wampas Baby Stars - Roy Liebman 2000
In 1922, an early association of film publicists known as the Western
Associated Motion Picture Advertisers (Wampas) hit upon a strategy to
call attention to their organization and their industry. The group selected
13 young actresses with potential star power and promoted them heavily
as Baby (meaning junior) Stars. To be selected a Wampas Baby Star soon
became a much-sought honor--a ticket to recognition and publicity in
those days before the Academy Awards. While a few Baby Stars (Ginger
Rogers, Joan Crawford) went on to superstardom and others enjoyed
modest success, some failed to shine. Many of the nearly 150 actresses
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chosen during the program's existence, 1922-1934, are forgotten names
today. This book offers full biographical details on every actress selected
as a Wampas Baby Star. Each actress's entry traces her career and lists
films in which she appeared. A year-by-year section lists each year's stars
and alternates. Appendices include lists of rivals and successors to the
Wampas Baby program (such as the Paramount Protegees), Wampas
Drop-Outs, presidents of Wampas, and miscellaneous facts about the
Wampas Babies (which actress was tallest? Shortest? Oldest at time of
selection?). Photographs, a bibliography and an index are included.
KEPT FOR HER BABY - Kate Walker 2018-07-05
Lucia has finally returned to the luxurious mansion belonging to her
husband, Ricardo, with whom she used to live. She’s prepared to submit
to any punishment in order to be forgiven. There is a reason she can’t
reveal about why she suddenly left her beloved husband and young child
behind. She knows that forgiveness will not come easily, but she must
see her baby, no matter what. Full of resolve, she approaches the heavily
guarded mansion. But, overcome with emotion, she carelessly gives
herself away and is immediately met by the cold gaze of her husband…
The Book on Rental Property Investing - Brandon Turner 2015-10-28
With more than 350,000 units sold worldwide, this fan-favorite will show
you every strategy, tool, tip, and technique you need to become a
millionaire rental property investor.
The Millionaire's Misbehaving Mistress - Kimberly Lang 2009-10-01
As Dallas's most eligible bachelor and heir to his family's fortune,
billionaire Will Harrison knows how to handle the paparazzi—but his
little sister Evie is a worry…. Miss Behavior, etiquette expert Gwen
Sawyer, has only three weeks to work her magic on Evie before a society
ball, and so moves into Will's luxurious penthouse. However, she
discovers too late that etiquette is the last thing on devilishly handsome
Will's mind….
Forking Around (Hot Cakes Book Two) - Erin Nicholas 2020-05-02
A Cinderella story with a hot boss so charming even a fairy godmother
couldn't do better. Everyone thinks Dax Marshall is a prince of a guy.
And he's definitely charming. But Jane has enough going on without
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adding a torrid fling with the boss to her life. Between her father's
illness, her wicked-ish stepmother, her little sister's teenage drama, and
the co-workers who depend on her---she can't handle another mess. No
matter how tempting and gorgeous the mess may be. Or how messy he
wants to get with her. Dax has spent his life being very serious about
only one thing: proving you can be successful while still having a helluva
good time. But he's just met the one woman who might break his I-cancharm-anyone streak. She's actually taking him seriously...and she
seriously thinks they have nothing in common and can't be together.
Maybe he's the one who needs a new view of happily ever after. It's time
to stop forking around.
THE MILLIONAIRE'S MISBEHAVING MISTRESS - Kimberly Lang
2017-03-04
Gwen Sawyer, a popular decorum instructor among upper-class girls, is
hired to be a live-in tutor to the daughter of the distinguished Harrison
family. The family is headed by Will Harrison, who is the CEO of
HarCorp…and Dallas’s most eligible bachelor. However, on their first
meeting, Gwen finds him to be an arrogant man who thinks money can
solve everything and who only sees women as things. Gwen is
determined to teach him some manners, too, but she has no idea what a
dangerous man she is trying to deal with!
Fast Food Nation - Eric Schlosser 2012
Explores the homogenization of American culture and the impact of the
fast food industry on modern-day health, economy, politics, popular
culture, entertainment, and food production.
Harrap's Book of Film Directors and Their Films - Alison J. Filmer 1989
Encyclopedia of Film Directors in the United States of America
and Europe: Comedy films to 1991 - Alfred Krawc 1993
Inaugurates a major contribution to cinema studies, comprehensive in
scope, extensively indexed for easy access, and accessible to both
scholars and interested general readers. Volume 1 of this massive
undertaking, reflecting the indefatigability of editor Alfred Krautz, covers
comedy, encompassing
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The Billionaire Affair - Diana Hamilton 2011-01-17
Billionaire collects debt…of passion! Ben Dexter had become a powerful
and respected businessman, earning billions. But money could no longer
satisfy him. For years, Ben had forgone a wife and family after becoming
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convinced Caroline Harvey, the woman he'd loved, had betrayed him.
He'd never been able to find the kind of passion he'd shared with
Caro—and it was time to get her out of his system. He'd find her, indulge
in a short, intense affair and then he'd finally be able to get on with his
life. But things didn't go quite as he planned…
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